Looking for something fun to do this summer, like learning to sing or play the guitar or piano? Are you planning to be a music major and want to get a head start? Check out our classes for summer 2015.

Session A—June 22 – July 31


Music 7 – Understanding Movie Music. If you love movie music, this is the course for you. Study film music and learn how it is created.

Music 80A – Beginning Keyboard Class. Learn basic keyboard skills.

Music 80F – Beginning Guitar Class. A great chance to learn basic guitar skills

Music 80V – Vocal techniques for beginners. Get basic skills in a relaxed, enjoyable class environment.


Music 188-section 2 – Keyboard Harmony in Jazz and Popular Music (for all levels). An entirely different approach from traditional piano.

Session C—August 3 – September 11

Music 80A, 80F and 80V—see descriptions above

Music 188-section 3 – Anatomy of the Popular Song. Songwriting the easy way; learn how to analyze and create your own popular songs.

Music 188-section 4 – Introduction to Improvisation. Topics include major and minor scales and modes, transcription, harmonic syntax, rhythmic feeling, repetition vs. new ideas, and ways to think about form and texture while soloing. Open to all levels.

For more information, visit Summer Sessions at: http://www.summer.ucla.edu/